Botulinum toxin type A products are not interchangeable: a review of the evidence
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Abstract: Botulinum toxin type A (BoNTA) products are injectable biologic medications derived from Clostridium botulinum bacteria. Several different BoNTA products are marketed in various countries, and they are not interchangeable. Differences between products include manufacturing processes, formulations, and the assay methods used to determine units of biological activity. These differences result in a specific set of interactions between each BoNTA product and the tissue injected. Consequently, the products show differences in their in vivo profiles, including preclinical dose response curves and clinical dosing, efficacy, duration, and safety/adverse events. Most, but not all, published studies document these differences, suggesting that individual BoNTA products act differently depending on experimental and clinical conditions, and these differences may not always be predictable. Differentiation through regulatory approvals provides a measure of confidence in safety and efficacy at the specified doses for each approved indication. Moreover, the products differ in the amount of study to which they have been subjected, as evidenced by the number of publications in the peer-reviewed literature and the quantity and quality of clinical studies. Given that BoNTAs are potent biologic products that meet important clinical needs, it is critical to recognize that their dosing and product performance are not interchangeable and each product should be used according to manufacturer guidelines.
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Introduction
Botulinum neurotoxins (BoNTs) are bacterial exotoxins that inhibit vesicular neurotransmitter release by interacting with the exocytic release mechanism. Their ability to reduce muscular contraction led to the idea that local injection of BoNTs may be useful for overactive muscle conditions, and in the late 1970s, botulinum toxin type A (BoNTA) was tested in human patients with strabismus. The success of this treatment in relaxing extraocular muscles led to the development of BoNTA for focal dystonias and the eventual commercialization of several different BoNT products worldwide (Table 1). The main three BoNTA products available today are manufactured by Allergan (onabotulinumtoxinA; Allergan, Inc., Irvine, CA, USA), Ipsen (abobotulinumtoxinA; Ipsen Ltd, Slough, UK), and Merz (incobotulinumtoxinA, Merz Pharmaceuticals GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany).

Due to differences in clinical performance (duration, dose, efficacy, immunogenicity, etc), BoNTA products cannot be considered interchangeable. These clinical differences result from underlying differences in basic manufacturing processes, formulation, and
A prerequisite to understanding why BoNTA products are not interchangeable are not interchangeable and consider how these differences influence their in vivo activity as evident in both preclinical and clinical studies. In addition, in order to obtain regulatory approval, each medication must be individually investigated to establish appropriate efficacy and safety parameters for use in a given indication. We discuss how the studies supporting these approvals provide dosing guidance, safety information, and documentation of clinical efficacy, and increase confidence in each product’s clinical utility. Finally, we consider implications of non-interchangeability regarding BoNTA products and approval status.

### Why BoNTA products are not interchangeable

#### Manufacturing process

A prerequisite to understanding why BoNTA products are not interchangeable is an appreciation of their biological nature. Unlike chemically synthesized drugs that are produced through a series of well-defined chemical reactions, biological products are produced by living organisms or cells. Biological products are principally proteins, as are BoNTAs. Proteins are typically much larger and more structurally complex than chemically synthesized drugs; for example, with a molecular weight of 150 kDa, the BoNTA core protein is hundreds or even a thousand times larger than most conventional synthetic drugs.

Due to their size and chemical composition, proteins twist and fold in characteristic ways (ie, secondary and tertiary structures) that are critical to their biological activity, including cellular binding and activation. Therapeutic proteins are difficult to manufacture, and even seemingly small modifications can alter the protein’s clinical profile. An important example of this occurred with an erythropoietin product that led to an unexpectedly high incidence of pure red-cell aplasia among patients following a change in manufacturing process. This side effect was traced to a leachate in new rubber stoppers used in the product’s vials, which caused a cross-reactive immune response in some patients. In another example, the biological product alglucosidase alfa acquired an alteration in its carbohydrate structure when production was upscaled, which involved growing the protein in larger tanks. Because this type of change can alter in vivo activity, the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) required the manufacturer to consider alglucosidase alfa produced in the larger tanks as a separate product.

Due to the structural and biochemical complexities, sensitivity to manufacturing methods, and difficulty in fully characterizing the activities of biological products, manufacturing this class of medications is described as the “process is the product”.

BoNTA production and formulation for clinical use was pioneered by Professor Edward Schantz, who described the procedure in several reviews. Today, the manufacturing procedures for the main commercially-available BoNTA products are tightly controlled, with each process step subject to regulatory approval. Table 2 shows the general manufacturing steps for each of the main BoNTA products, illustrating some similarities and differences.

Manufacture of all BoNTA products begins with Clostridium botulinum bacteria. In nature, these bacteria exclusively produce BoNTs as protein complexes of various sizes, with the neurotoxin serotype and protein composition of the complex dependent on the strain of the organism. Proteolytic bacterial strains activate the single-chain [Table 1 Main three BoNTA products](#)
neurotoxin protein in a process called nicking, resulting in a diphtheria protein linked by a disulfide bond.\textsuperscript{7,24} Following fermentation, the proteins are isolated and purified; some products are purified to retain one or more neurotoxin protein complexes as produced by the bacteria and others retain only the \( \sim 150 \text{ kDa} \) neurotoxin itself (Table 2).

The bulk drug substance BoNTA preparations are reconstituted and diluted for biological activity testing. Although international standards for the activity of many biological products are established by the World Health Organization,\textsuperscript{25} no international standard exists for BoNTA products. As a result, each manufacturer employs its own proprietary assay methods for testing potency units that includes a product-specific reference standard. For this reason, units of biological activity are specific to each BoNTA product and unit doses are not interchangeable.

Following unit testing, excipients are added to BoNTA drug substance to provide bulk and stability to the drug product during dilution for clinical use. This step is necessary because of the extreme potency of BoNTAs and the miniscule amount of protein needed to produce a clinical response when injected for a local effect in the target tissue.\textsuperscript{8} These formulated preparations are then subjected to finishing processes that for all BoNTA products involve some method of drying. AbobotulinumtoxinA is freeze-dried and incobotulinumtoxinA is lyophilized, both processes in which the liquid is frozen and the ice evaporated under low pressure. OnabotulinumtoxinA is vacuum dried, in which the liquid is removed under reduced air pressure without the freezing step. The BoNTA products are packaged into vials and potency of the finished drug product is tested prior to release, using the proprietary reference standard. If the potency and associated release specifications are met, product is released for distribution and clinical use.

### Neurotoxin accessory proteins

As noted previously, BoNTs are synthesized by \textit{C. botulinum} as protein complexes that contain the \( \sim 150 \text{ kDa} \) neurotoxin protein along with one or more non-toxin proteins, the neurotoxin accessory proteins (NAPs). Various strains of bacteria produce protein complexes of different sizes, but all of the type A strains produce different size complexes of \( \sim 300 \text{ kDa}, \sim 500 \text{ kDa}, \text{ and } \sim 900 \text{ kDa} \);\textsuperscript{22,26} none of the type A strains produce the \( \sim 150 \text{ kDa} \) without NAPs. OnabotulinumtoxinA and abobotulinumtoxinA contain neurotoxin protein complexes, although they are different sizes (Table 2); incobotulinumtoxinA contains the \( \sim 150 \text{ kDa} \) neurotoxin protein only, devoid of any NAPs.

Once the BoNTA proteins are injected into tissues, they diffuse or spread based on interactions with their microenvironment, including interactions with other proteins as determined by their steric, rheologic, and biochemical characteristics. The fluid environment also influences interactions between the \( \sim 150 \text{ kDa} \) BoNTA protein and NAPs, which dissociate over time.

The time it takes for NAPs to dissociate from the \( \sim 150 \text{ kDa} \) BoNT protein following injection into muscle or subcutaneous tissue in vivo is not known, but likely depends on a variety of factors – some of which have been studied in vitro or following oral ingestion.\textsuperscript{27,28} Several studies have found that the \( \sim 150 \text{ kDa} \) BoNTA protein remains largely associated with NAPs at physiological pH levels.\textsuperscript{26,29} However, others have suggested that the neurotoxin–NAP complex dissociates prior to or shortly after injection.\textsuperscript{20,30} For example, one
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**Notes:** Allergan, Inc. (Irvine, CA, USA). Ipsen Ltd (Slough, UK). Merz Pharmaceuticals GmbH (Frankfurt am Main, Germany).

**Abbreviations:** ATCC, American Type Culture Collection; BoNTA, botulinum toxin type A; LD\textsubscript{50}, median lethal dose.
study that evaluated a laboratory preparation of BoNTA (900 kDa complex) at pH values of 6.0 to 7.6 found that NAP–neurotoxin dissociation occurred in less than 1 minute at pH values greater than 7.0. However, these studies were performed with unformulated BoNTA proteins, which may have influenced the results, as human serum albumin (HSA; in the formulated products) is a known protein stabilizer. Eisele et al analyzed formulated onabotulinumtoxinA and abobotulinumtoxinA, concluding that the pharmaceutical products do not contain the neurotoxins in complexed form. However, the experimental reconstitution method necessary to achieve high neurotoxin concentrations for analysis (ie, 800 U/mL for all products) may have influenced the integrity of the complex with resultant high excipient and salt concentrations not seen when the product is used clinically. Moreover, the anion exchange column used may have itself increased pH levels\(^1\) and/or set up electrostatic forces that caused NAP–neurotoxin dissociation.

A role for NAPs in the immune response to BoNTA injections has also been investigated.\(^2\) During clinical treatment, antibodies may develop against the NAPs, but these do not interfere with or neutralize clinical activity (“non-neutralizing”).\(^3\) Preclinical evidence suggests that the NAPs may physically protect the neurotoxin\(^4\) so that the immune system doesn’t “see” the portion of the toxin that would engender formation of neutralizing antibodies – antibodies that may interfere with clinical response.

**Biological assay parameters and unit dosing**

As introduced above, the biological assay used to determine biological activity of bulk drug substance used to manufacture each individual product has a direct bearing on clinical dosing. Allergan, Ipsen, and Merz use median lethal dose (LD\(_{50}\)) tests to assess potency of the bulk drug substance, but the tests are conducted differently using proprietary methods. Biological assays involving animals are sensitive to variations in animal strain, age, sex, diet, temperature, caging, season, and specific experimental procedures such as the liquid used to dilute the product. In fact, individual products can be differentially affected by different diluents.\(^2\) Notably, manufacturers of the main BoNTA products use different diluents for LD\(_{50}\) testing: Allergan uses saline (the diluent also used for clinical reconstitution),\(^3\) and Ipsen uses gelatin phosphate buffer.\(^4\) Merz adds HSA as a stabilizer to its undisclosed diluent,\(^5\) and stabilizers have been shown to enhance the activity of BoNTA products at low concentrations in preclinical tests.\(^6\)

The mouse-defined LD\(_{50}\) has been the global standard for BoNTA potency testing, used by all manufacturers. Allergan implemented a cell-based potency assay optimized for onabotulinumtoxinA, which has been approved by global regulatory agencies as a replacement for an animal LD\(_{50}\) test.\(^7\) This cross-validated assay does not change the product or product potency, but is an important step in reducing the use of animals for testing.

Biopropharmaceutical assays typically include an international standard against which potency is referenced (“reference standard”). As noted previously, BoNT products do not have international reference standards that can be applied across products. Each manufacturer uses a unique, product-specific reference standard for biological activity testing.

The non-interchangeability of units was demonstrated in a study that examined incobotulinumtoxinA and onabotulinumtoxinA in the Allergan LD\(_{50}\) assay.\(^8\) In this assay, the products were diluted in normal saline and compared against the Allergan 100-unit standard. Under these assay conditions, the activity of incobotulinumtoxinA was less than 100 Allergan units (ie, 69 to 78 units for three different lots). These results were confirmed in several orthogonal assays, including an enzymatic cleavage assay, the Digit Abduction Score assay, as well as replication of the LD\(_{50}\) results.\(^9\) In a separate study that compared these two products in the Merz LD\(_{50}\) assay, in which the products were diluted with a solution containing added HSA as a stabilizer and were compared against the Merz standard, potency was found to be comparable. These results confirm that the potencies of the two BoNTA products were differentially affected by the diluent and stabilizers, indicating that, due to underlying product differences, assay conditions markedly influence potency measurements.

The differences in biological assays and the resultant variations in biological activity among the BoNTA products have long been recognized by regulatory agencies, when a “unit non-interchangeability” clause became part of class labeling in the United States with the approval of rimabotulinumtoxinB in 2000, the serotype B product,\(^10\) and by 1994 in Europe (Allergan prescribing information July 20, 1994), where both abobotulinumtoxinA and onabotulinumtoxinA were marketed. This clause currently states that:

The potency Units [product name] for injection are specific to the preparation and assay method utilized. They are not interchangeable with other preparations of botulinum toxin products and, therefore, units of biological activity of
[product name] cannot be compared to nor converted into units of any other botulinum toxin products assessed with any other specific assay method.\textsuperscript{9,15,16,19,43}

Indeed, regulatory agencies in Europe and most other countries worldwide require a statement of unit non-interchangeability among BoNT products.\textsuperscript{33,44}

**Nomenclature**

In order to reinforce the individual potencies of BoNT products and prevent medication errors, the US FDA determined that each product would have its own nonproprietary name as listed in Table 1.\textsuperscript{43} Historically, the abbreviation BTX had been commonly used in the literature to refer to either all BoNTs or specifically to the Allergan product (BOTOX\textsuperscript{®}), thereby generating confusion. This was further confounded by Lanzhou’s toxin being commercialized under the name “BTXA”. The FDA-stipulated nonproprietary names help to unambiguously identify each BoNT product, providing a standardized terminology to minimize the potential for medication errors and enable accurate scientific communication.

**Preclinical and clinical comparison of BoNTA products**

Basic differences in manufacturing, formulation, and biological activity testing can manifest as in vivo differences (efficacy, safety, immunogenicity, etc) that may become apparent in comparative preclinical models and clinical studies. However, not all studies demonstrate product differences, which in some cases may be due to methods used or, if replicable, may represent a true absence of a relevant difference.

**Dose–response data**

Dose–response is a central pharmacologic parameter, important in determining the therapeutic dose range associated with an acceptable efficacy and safety profile (the “benefit–risk” proposition). In preclinical studies of muscle weakening efficacy, full dose–response curves that identify 50% maximal (median effective dose [ED\textsubscript{50}]) effects indicate that muscle weakening efficacy is significantly different among the three main BoNTA products, as the units of the products are not equipotent under experimental conditions.\textsuperscript{50,66}

In humans, full dose–response curves are not typically generated due to the potential for adverse effects at higher doses. Some studies have examined multiple doses within circumscribed ranges. Dose–response data for onabotulinumtoxinA in treating hyperfunctional glabellar lines showed that 20 units was not significantly different from 30 or 40 units, but that 10 units was statistically significantly less effective, identifying 20 units as the recommended dose.\textsuperscript{47} Dose–response data for abobotulinumtoxinA in glabellar lines showed that 75 units was more effective than 50 or 25 units (responder analysis), and that 50 units was more effective than 25 units, with 50 units associated with the highest patient satisfaction.\textsuperscript{48} The authors attribute this to an optimal equilibrium between efficacy and preservation of facial expression at the 50-unit dose. The incobotulinumtoxinA data suggested a dose–response with 10, 20, and 30 units in subjects with moderate or severe glabellar lines, with responder rates of 50%, 75%, and 92%, respectively.\textsuperscript{59}

**Comparative clinical trials**

A review of the clinical trials comparing the effects of different BoNTA products in the literature reveals disparate and often confusing conclusions. Studies comparing onabotulinumtoxinA with abobotulinumtoxinA have, for years, attempted to identify a dose conversion ratio at which the products could be interchanged.\textsuperscript{50–55} The difficulty identifying a single dose ratio between products reflects the underlying differences between product efficacy dose–response across and within indications, and in disparities between efficacy and adverse events at a specified dose ratio.

More recently, incobotulinumtoxinA has been compared to onabotulinumtoxinA in blepharospasm, cervical dystonia, and glabellar lines.\textsuperscript{18,56–58} Most of these studies have compared the products at the same labeled unit doses and were non-inferiority trials,\textsuperscript{18,56,57} which are designed to show that the effect of one treatment is not inferior to that of an active comparator treatment by more than a specified statistical margin.\textsuperscript{59} The types of conclusions that can be drawn from these studies also differ: conclusions about equivalence, or equipotency, cannot be made based on non-inferiority clinical trials, although such claims have been made.\textsuperscript{56,57,60} In contrast, conclusions about statistically equivalent efficacy on a given measure (at a specific time point) can be made based on equivalence studies, provided that the equivalence margins are prespecified.

However, one published glabellar lines study compared these two products at different doses (20 units of onabotulinumtoxinA and 30 units of incobotulinumtoxinA) using an equivalence design,\textsuperscript{58} which assesses whether the products are statistically equivalent on a given efficacy...
measure (ie, the true treatment difference is likely to lie between a lower and an upper equivalence level of clinically acceptable differences). This equivalence study found that 20 units of onabotulinumtoxinA was as effective as 30 units of incobotulinumtoxinA at the primary time point, despite the 50% difference in doses. At later time points, equivalence was not established due to a trend toward a higher percentage of responders with 20 units of onabotulinumtoxinA. This later observation illustrates that two drugs may be statistically equivalent at a specific time point(s), but may not be such at other points. Therefore, notwithstanding that equivalence was established at the prespecified time point, the clinical profiles of the two drugs are not identical.

A small study compared 30 units of onabotulinumtoxinA with 20 units of incobotulinumtoxinA for the treatment of glabellar lines. In this study, 100% of subjects treated with either product exhibited at least a 1-point improvement on the outcome scale and 94% of subjects treated with either product exhibited at least a 2-point improvement. The authors concluded that 30 units of onabotulinumtoxinA was “non-superior” to 20 units of incobotulinumtoxinA. Both treatments were highly effective in this study; however, with 100% and 94% of subjects improving, there was no margin within which to detect differences (ie, a ceiling effect).

Results of comparative studies depend on a variety of factors, including doses tested, study design, frequency of follow up, and potential indication under study. Sensitivity of effectiveness rating scales may also influence results, for instance, patients may perceive a difference between products even though they show the same rating on a given scale. Moreover, comparative studies do not test full dose–response curves for efficacy and safety/adverse events but rather typically select a single dose of each product that is compared at a few follow-up time points. For example, non-inferiority trials comparing incobotulinumtoxinA to onabotulinumtoxinA reported only two time points: 4 and 12 weeks, 3 and 16 weeks, and 4 and 16 weeks. The comparative clinical profiles cannot be fully assessed based on only one or two time points (eg, at peak effect or during the period of waning clinical effects). Assessing outcomes at peak effect is sensitive enough to differentiate BoNTAs from placebo, but may not be sensitive enough to differentiate between two medications that are both effective; similarly, one or two time points are not sensitive enough to compare different doses of the same medication.

A lack of significant difference in efficacy at single or limited time points cannot be equated to interchangeability; the products may show differences at other points along the efficacy dose–response curves, as well as differences in dose-dependent adverse events (Figure 1). Moreover, results obtained under a given set of conditions for a given indication cannot be assumed to apply to other indications where different muscles, glands, or organs may be injected; this may be attributable to product-specific tissue interactions.

**Onset of action**

Following intramuscular injection in humans, most data suggest that onset of action of all three main BoNTA products is within the first few days of injection and is similar across products, although this result is not universal.

**Duration of effect**

Duration of effect is an important outcome because it has meaningful implications for frequency of injection and patient satisfaction. Increased treatment frequency potentially increases costs.

In placebo-controlled studies, the effects of the three main BoNTA products last approximately 3 to 4 months following injection into skeletal muscles at doses specified in the product labels for each indication. However, duration is difficult to compare between studies because of varied...
definitions, including duration of peak clinical effect,\cite{56} time to waning of clinical effect,\cite{57} time to predefined responder definition at each time point,\cite{58} 80% loss of clinical benefit of varied definitions,\cite{74} complete loss of clinical response (ie, return to baseline),\cite{74} and time to re-treatment.\cite{75} The latter measure is often complicated by prescheduled treatment visits, which are typically at 3-month intervals, permitting an approximate but clinically relevant assessment of duration.

Studies comparing type A products have not always drawn the same conclusions, not only due to product performance differences, but likely also due to the different methods of measuring duration in various comparative studies. The non-inferiority studies comparing onabotulinumtoxinA and incobotulinumtoxinA at the same labeled unit doses did not find differences in duration (assessed as time to waning of clinical effect [blepharospasm and cervical dystonia studies]\cite{31,56} or percentage of responders at 12 weeks [glabellar lines]).\cite{57} Another double-blind glabellar lines study did not find significant differences in duration of the three main type A products as assessed by a blinded comparison of muscle activity videos at 120, 150, and 180 days versus baseline (21 labeled units of onabotulinumtoxinA or incobotulinumtoxinA, or 63 units of abobotulinumtoxinA).\cite{72} Another direct comparison study found that 23% of subjects treated with 20 units of onabotulinumtoxinA for glabellar lines relapsed at 4 months, compared with 40% of subjects treated with 50 units of abobotulinumtoxinA.\cite{76} This study included two later time points – 12 weeks and 16 weeks – both of which showed differences between products.

Several studies indicate that duration covaries with patient satisfaction.\cite{77,78} In a meta-analysis of 621 subjects treated with 20 units of onabotulinumtoxinA for glabellar lines, 84% were responders; among responders, the median duration of effect was 120 days at maximum contraction and 131 days at repose, and satisfaction increased with duration of effect.\cite{77} Additionally, a real-world clinical study in Argentina found that 92 of 110 women treated for glabellar lines switched back to onabotulinumtoxinA from incobotulinumtoxinA, most commonly due to insufficient duration with incobotulinumtoxinA (61 of 92), although the products were used at comparable doses.\cite{78} A retrospective study of 50 patients treated with onabotulinumtoxinA for blepharospasm and then switched to incobotulinumtoxinA found that comparable numbers of patients preferred each product (24 versus 26 of 50), with those preferring incobotulinumtoxinA believing it to be more effective and those preferring onabotulinumtoxinA believing it to have a longer duration (significant difference in treatment intervals of 13 weeks versus 10.2 weeks; \( P=0.017 \)).\cite{79}

**Diffusion and spread characteristics**

The main three BoNTA products are generally well-tolerated at the approved doses, and the adverse events that do occur are often attributable to spread or diffusion away from the intended area to nearby anatomical structures. Examples include dysphagia in cervical dystonia, which is due to local spread effects to swallowing musculature, and eyelid ptosis due to effects on the nearby levator muscle when treating glabellar lines.

Terminology referring to post-injection BoNT biological movement varies in the literature. Cliff et al described local movement as migration,\cite{80} Pickett et al used diffusion and migration to refer to local effects;\cite{81} Walker\cite{82} and Hou and Jankovic\cite{83} characterized effects in local or regional muscles as local spread; and Ramirez-Castaneda et al distinguished spread as local physical movement, diffusion to a more microscopic movement of a soluble molecule’s dispersion by passive transport, and migration to distant spread.\cite{84} Regulatory authorities focus on clinical phenomena, and simply use the terms diffusion, regional diffusion, or (local) spread to refer to local effects in contiguous muscle, and distant spread to refer to effects distant from the injection sites in areas non-contiguous with the injection.\cite{82,85,86}

Different models and techniques have been used to examine BoNTA product spread and these have recently been reviewed.\cite{84} Some studies have examined the region of toxin local activity based on protein expression or electrophysiological measures, whereas others have assessed more macroscopic effects such as weakening of adjacent muscles and the anhydrosis halo that occurs in humans following injection into muscle or dermis. These models permit pharmacodynamic assessments that may be useful in evaluating differences in product characteristics. These studies indicate that local spread of the BoNTA product following injection depends on a variety of factors such as injection technique, dose, volume, dilution, and needle size, as well as the specific characteristics of the BoNTA preparation injected.\cite{84} Several articles and reviews describing the effects of injection-related parameters on preclinical and clinical variables are available.\cite{84,87,89}

Distant spread has been evaluated in a preclinical model in which safety margins were generated as ratios of the LD\(_{50}\) (systemic effects) following intramuscular injection to the ED\(_{50}\) in a muscle weakening test.\cite{90} High safety margins indicate a greater separation between the dose needed
for muscle weakening efficacy and the dose that causes systemic toxicity after intramuscular injection; death of the mice following intramuscular injection of BoNTA preparations into the hindlimb reflects systemic distribution. This study showed a significant difference in the safety margins of onabotulinumtoxinA and abobotulinumtoxinA, indicating different potential to diffuse out of the injected muscle under the conditions studied.90

This model has the advantage of generating full dose–response curves for each product, and including a dose beyond which the drug has no further effect on response (maximal dose). From these curves, the ED50 and LD50 are then estimated, per usual practice in pharmacologic dose–response studies, and each experiment is replicated at least several times. Not all preclinical diffusion studies find significant differences between all BoNTA products on every measure.91–93 Potential reasons include experimental design (eg, no dose–response curve generation), variability in single experiments, and the possibility that different BoNTA products may act differently depending on the biological system studied (eg, intraspecies and interspecies differences).

In the “anhidrosis halo” model,94 sometimes referred to as an “action halo”,95 the BoNT product is frequently injected into muscle or dermis, and the area of anhidrotic activity is observed using the Minor’s starch iodine test to define the areas of sweating.96 The area affected by BoNT appears as a white oval of anhidrosis (ie, the anhidrosis halo or action halo) surrounded by a black region in which the sweat interacts with the starch and iodine. Several studies have compared the anhidrosis halos produced by onabotulinumtoxinA and abobotulinumtoxinA,94–97 and one study included incobotulinumtoxinA.101

These studies generally used different doses, volumes, and dose ratios. Nevertheless, taken together, the divergent results across studies further establish that the products are not interchangeable. Product performance, as demonstrated in this anhidrosis model, is a function of dose (including concentration and volume), tissue type, and product.94 However, when the dose ratios suggested by product labeling of onabotulinumtoxinA and abobotulinumtoxinA for glabellar lines9,16 are used (2.5:1 for abobotulinumtoxinA:onabotulinumtoxinA), there is a consistent pattern of differences. Additionally, relative doses of the various products used in clinical practice53,102 generally exceed the dose ratios that exhibit comparable local spread in these models. Furthermore, although the anhidrosis halo experiments differentiate products, the direct translation of these dermal effects into functional skeletal muscle effects is not established.97

Adverse events/safety
Clinical safety profiles have been established for the main three BoNTA products in various indications (see Table 3) and are reflected in the respective labeling. Additional adverse events may emerge as the products are used in wider clinical populations in which some patients will differ from the trial population. It is problematic to compare rates of adverse events across products in the registration studies due to varying experimental conditions. Of the postmarketing head-to-head studies, some have found differences in

### Table 3 Approved indications4 for the main botulinum neurotoxin products available in the US and EU6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication*</th>
<th>OnabotulinumtoxinA</th>
<th>AbobotulinumtoxinA</th>
<th>IncobotulinumtoxinA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strabismus</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blepharospasm</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemifacial spasm</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical dystonia</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary axillary hyperhidrosis</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal upper-limb spasticity</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile cerebral palsy (dynamic equinus foot deformity)</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic migraine</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurogenic detrusor overactivity</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overactive bladder</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glabellar lines</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crow’s feet lines</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
<td>US, EU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *Precise indication wording and associated limitations vary from country to country. Consult local labeling for details; †majority of EUS countries (France, Germany, Italy, Spain, United Kingdom); ‡EU mutual recognition procedure completed October 18, 2013.

Abbreviation: EU, European Union.
adverse events, whereas others have not. As noted previously, lack of dose-ranging comparisons (ie, threshold dose to maximal dose), due to experimental design complexity and/or potential concerns over patient safety at the high doses, may confound safety comparisons.

The fundamental product differences generally demonstrate that if doses are selected so that peak efficacy and/or duration are comparable, adverse event rates differ. Similarly, if the adverse events profiles are similar at a specific dose ratio, then efficacy may not be comparable. Examples of this are noted in the dystonia literature. For example, Ranoux et al compared onabotulinumtoxinA and abobotulinumtoxinA in cervical dystonia. OnabotulinumtoxinA (mean of 104 Allergan units) was compared to abobotulinumtoxinA at a 1:3 or 1:4 dose ratio. The authors concluded that one of the products showed a better effect on impairment and pain, but had statistically significantly higher rates of adverse events than the other product at both dose ratios. A blepharospasm study that compared onabotulinumtoxinA at a mean dose of 45 units and abobotulinumtoxinA at a mean dose of 187 units (1:4 dose ratios) found that the products exhibited similar durations of action, but that one product was associated with significantly more adverse events overall and a greater than four-fold higher rate of ptosis. Moreover, a dose ratio chosen for one indication may not be generalizable to other indications given the differences in disease states, routes of administration, and muscle sizes.

**Immunogenicity**

As foreign proteins, all BoNT products have the potential to induce an immune response that may lead to clinical nonresponse. Only antibodies that develop against the ~150 kDa neurotoxin can “neutralize” or interfere with the biological activity of BoNTs; antibodies that develop against the NAPs do not interfere with activity. The occurrence of neutralizing antibodies is much lower today given the refinements in manufacturing over the past several decades. With current preparations of the main three BoNTA products, the rate of neutralizing antibody formation is low; reported as 0% with onabotulinumtoxinA (observed at study conclusion) in glabellar lines and 1.2% in cervical dystonia; 0% with abobotulinumtoxinA in glabellar lines and less than 3% in cervical dystonia, and 1.1% with incobotulinumtoxinA in their overall development program. Comparative clinical trials evaluating neutralizing antibody rates have not been conducted, but the low rates across products suggest that a statistically significant difference would not be apparent.

It is important to distinguish between immunogenicity and clinical nonresponse. Loss of clinical response may occur for reasons besides neutralizing antibody formation, including a change in the pattern of muscle activity due to disease progression or posttreatment adaptation and patient expectations (ie, the first injection may appear to be the most effective because of the pretreatment contrast). Clinical studies have shown that although patients may test positive for neutralizing antibodies in an assay, they may still be clinically responsive. The correlation between neutralizing antibodies and clinical response is not fully understood. Consequently, clinicians may consider a reevaluation of muscles, doses, and patient expectations before proceeding to antibody testing in their patients who appear to be nonresponsive.

**Current regulatory approvals of BoNTA products**

**Main BoNTA products**

Quality assurance is essential with all medications, but perhaps especially so with BoNTs given their extremely high potency. Most, but not all, regulatory agencies mandate adherence to strict guidelines governing the manufacture and clinical development of pharmaceutical products. Manufacturing processes are regulated to ensure quality, including consistency of units, lack of contamination, and purity. For approval, manufacturers must provide evidence of efficacy and safety for each indication based on well-designed clinical trials. These lengthy and costly studies provide clinicians with important dosing and injection site guidance, as well as documentation of indication-specific efficacy and safety. As such, the body of evidence provides confidence in the product and its clinical effects for the condition it is being used to treat. Different development pathways have led to different licensed indications for each of the main BoNTA products (Table 3).

Publications of the three main BoNTA products’ basic pharmacologic properties, clinical efficacy, and safety, coupled with manufacturing quality standards, lend confidence to these therapeutics. Mohindru et al presented data at the 2013 Second International Congress on Treatment of Dystonia in Hannover, Germany, documenting that, as a class, BoNTA products have been extensively researched (onabotulinumtoxinA cited in 2,838 clinical and nonclinical articles, abobotulinumtoxinA cited in 987 clinical and nonclinical articles, and incobotulinumtoxinA, cited in 87 clinical and nonclinical articles). Regulatory approvals and published
peer-reviewed studies, including studies on mechanism of action, further differentiate BoNTA products beyond the differences conferred during the manufacturing and formulation processes (Figure 2).

Moreover, some studies have examined effects in non-skeletal muscle indications that involve smooth muscle and neuroglandular activity. These studies have found that the duration of action of BoNTA is much longer when injected intradermally for primary axillary hyperhidrosis\(^{111}\) and into the smooth muscle of the urinary bladder\(^{112}\) than when injected into skeletal muscle. These studies further confirm that a product’s profile may vary with target tissue type.

Additionally, onabotulinumtoxinA has been explored in conditions with prominent sensory components (ie, chronic migraine, neurogenic detrusor overactivity, and idiopathic overactive bladder), and these studies have intensified research into mechanisms of action beyond the effect of BoNTA on acetylcholine release from motor neurons. Preclinical studies with onabotulinumtoxinA,\(^{113,116}\) as well as clinical studies on sensory-based symptoms such as migraine pain\(^{117,118}\) and urgency in urology,\(^{119}\) have indicated that effects on sensory afferents contribute to the clinical efficacy of onabotulinumtoxinA in these conditions. Given the non-interchangeability of BoNTA products, it is important to establish product-specific safety and efficacy for each condition rather than assuming that the licensed indication of one product applies to all products, as each will have its own benefit–risk profile.

**Other BoNTA products**

The success of BoNTA treatment for a variety of different conditions has led to the introduction of several products that have limited distribution and regulation. Various BoNTA products are now regionally approved in selected countries in Asia and South America, including Neuronox®/Meditoxin® (Medytox, Inc., Seoul, Korea), BTX™/Prosigne (Lanzhou Institute of Biological Products, Lanzhou, People's Republic of China), and Botulax®/Reginox/Zentox (Hugel Inc., Chuncheon, Korea), some of which have limited peer-reviewed scientific and clinical evidence. Nevertheless, non-interchangeability applies to these products.

**Implications of non-interchangeability**

The implications of non-interchangeability are important because they have direct implications for clinical efficacy and safety, and the entire experience of patient satisfaction. These two intertwined dimensions are not independent, as each product establishes a specific benefit–risk profile. These factors are also influenced by product quality.

The benefit–risk proposition from one product cannot be applied to another product. For example, if a product with less biological activity were administered at unit doses based on a more potent product, patients would not experience adequate reduction in symptoms. Products used at suboptimal doses may therefore not meet patient expectations, which could lead to dissatisfaction. Moreover, patients may need more frequent office visits for reination, which may be inconvenient and may escalate costs. Treatment frequency is one contributing dimension for antibody formation for proteins in general, with more frequent injections increasing the potential for neutralizing antibody formation. Equally important, if a product with more biological activity were administered at unit doses based on a less potent product, patients may experience an unacceptable safety profile.
As noted above, the implementation of unique nonproprietary names by the FDA reinforces individual potencies and may prevent medication errors with potential serious side effects. Medication errors could lead to overdosing with consequent, potentially serious side effects.

Concerns over manufacturing processes have practical implications. To ensure quality, manufacturers of the main three BoNTA products adhere to Good Manufacturing Procedures guidelines, which require periodic inspections to ensure compliance. Each step in the manufacture of these products is subject to regulatory approval, from its synthesis by *C. botulinum* bacteria to the packaging and shipping. Variations in manufacturing process can impact purity, stability, and potency of the product, which in turn may impact predictability of clinical response and safety. This caution is particularly warranted in view of the availability of numerous BoNTA products worldwide, some of which are not subject to the full measure of regulatory scrutiny described above.

Counterfeit and unlicensed products have been periodically available for purchase over the Internet. In 2007, a BoNTA product available in the People’s Republic of China (CNBTX-A; Nanfeng Medical Science and Technology Development Company, Shijiazhuang, People’s Republic of China) was unlicensed and not accompanied by a package insert or dosing recommendations, although vials were labeled as containing 55 units. When this product was tested in the Allergan biological activity assay, each vial contained an equivalent of 243 Allergan units. If this product had been mistakenly used at the same doses as an approved product such as onabotulinumtoxinA on the assumption of unit interchangeability, serious adverse effects may have ensued.

An extreme example occurred several years ago when a highly-concentrated laboratory preparation of BoNTA was illegally administered to humans at a cosmetic clinic in Florida. Following exposure to this unapproved laboratory preparation, patients developed muscle weakness attributable to systemic distribution of the BoNTA preparation and were hospitalized for up to 14 weeks.

**Conclusion**

The non-interchangeability of BoNTA products has important implications for the benefit–risk proposition, including efficacy, safety, low immunogenicity, and long duration of action. Clinicians and patients depend on predictable therapeutics at safe and effective doses, and switching from an established efficacious dose of one BoNTA product to another product at the same or different number of labeled units cannot be expected to provide the same outcome. For these reasons, physicians should follow manufacturer guidance when treating patients.

Furthermore, in the current health care climate, cost-effectiveness is an important consideration as are confidence and predictability in the results from injection to injection, as demonstrated from robust, particularly regulatory, clinical studies.

During the past decade, clinicians have experienced expanding indications for several of the BoNTA products, primarily into skeletal muscle disorders, but also for other indications in different disease targets, such as onabotulinumtoxinA for chronic migraine and both neurogenic and idiopathic overactive bladder. Some indications have very specific dosing, which translates into an acceptable benefit–risk proposition; dosing considerations applicable to skeletal muscle do not necessarily generalize to other targets. Investment of time and effort into development of novel indications helps to increase awareness of the conditions and stimulate research into their characterization and treatment. The concepts of non-interchangeability become increasingly important as the therapeutic use of BoNTs diversifies into new disease areas.
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